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Abstract Cyber security is dynamic as defenders often need to adapt their defense postures. The state-ofthe-art is that the adaptation of network defense is done manually (i.e., tedious and error-prone). The ideal
solution is to automate adaptive network defense, which is however a difficult problem. As a first step towards
automation, we propose investigating how to attain semi-automated adaptive network defense (SAND). We
propose an approach extending the architecture of software-defined networking, which is centered on providing
defenders with the capability to program the generation and deployment of dynamic defense rules enforced by
network defense tools. We present the design and implementation of SAND, as well as the evaluation of the
prototype implementation. Experimental results show that SAND can achieve agile and effective dynamic
adaptations of defense rules (less than 15 ms on average for each operation), while only incurring a small
performance overhead.
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1

Introduction

The importance of adaptive network defense, or adaptive defense for short, is well recognized because
defenders often need to adapt to dynamic situations, such as updating and enforcing the network security
policy to counter new attacks, assuring the consistence between the dynamic network security policies
enforced by multiple network defense tools (or defense tools or tools for short), and accommodating applications’ dynamic requirements that may affect the network security policy. In current practice, adaptive
network defense is achieved manually, which is tedious and error-prone and thus calls for automation.
To the best of our knowledge, the automation of adaptive network defense is largely open despite its
importance. This unpleasant situation is in contrast to that host-based defense has been automated to
some extent, such as the automation in installing software patches and updating anti-malware signatures.
In this paper, we make a first step towards achieving automated adaptive network defense.
1.1

Our contributions

We make three contributions. First, we initiate the study on automating adaptive network defense, and
explore the requirements of automated adaptive network defense solutions. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first systematization on the requirements of automated adaptive network defense. These
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requirements would guide future research directions towards fulfilling the ultimate goal of automated
adaptive network defense.
Second, given the difficulty in automating adaptive network defense, we propose investigating semiautomated adaptive network defense (SAND). We design a SAND architecture, and implement a prototype system that accommodates three network defense tools (i.e., iptables1) , Snort2) , and Squid3) ). For
implementing the prototype system, we need to overcome three challenges. (i) How can we accommodate
network defense tools that use heterogeneous, native network defense rules (or defense rules or rules for
short)? We resolve this problem by using a unified rule representation and automating the mapping
(or “translation”) between the rules in the unified representation and the native rules used by network
defense tools. (ii) How should a defender dynamically generate network defense rules? We resolve this
problem by equipping a defender with the capability to write SAND apps to generate network defense
rules. (iii) How should a defender dynamically deploy network defense rules? We resolve this problem by
leveraging the software-defined networking (SDN) technology to automate the deployment of dynamic
defense rules, while noting that leveraging SDN for SAND is economically viable in practice. We will
open source SAND to the community.
Third, we evaluate the SAND prototype system via concrete adaptive defense scenarios. Our experiments show that SAND can effectively block (for example) the WannaCry attack. It is worth mentioning
that SAND imposes essentially no side-effect on the throughput of network defense tools because the
function of SAND (i.e., dynamically generating and deploying new defense rules) is orthogonal to the
enforcement of network defense rules.
We will discuss the limitations of the present study, which point out specific problems for future
research.
1.2

Related work

We classify related prior studies into two categories: those which are related to the functionality of SAND
and those which are related to the implementation of SAND.
From a functionality point of view, there are some recent studies that also leverage programmability
for network security, but in different contexts. For instance, Poseidon [1] defends against DDoS attacks
with programmable switches; Poise [2] focuses on in-network policies for achieving BYOD security; and
software-defined security platform [3] and security gateway [4] are proposed for IoT networks. The most
closely related prior work is PSI [5], which investigates how to use context-based network flow forwarding
to address some network-layer security problems. SAND is different from PSI in two important factors: (i)
SAND addresses both application-layer and network-layer security problems, whereas PSI can only cope
with network-layer security problems; (ii) SAND introduces the novel idea of dynamic generation and
deployment of defense rules, whereas PSI does not have such an important capability. In addition, there
are practical and theoretical studies on adaptive network defense. Practical studies typically focus on
defending against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, including the detection of DDoS attacks
and the mitigation of their damage [6], coping with traffic control [7], and the investigation of countermeasures [8]. There are studies on achieving adaptive defense via moving target defense [9]. Theoretic
studies focus on theoretic models of adaptive defense against multiple kinds of cyber attacks (e.g., [10,11])
or specific kinds of cyber attacks (e.g., advance persistent threats [12]); results presented in these studies
often are not tested in real-world environments. It is an important future research task to investigate how
to incorporate these studies into fully automated adaptive defense or the SAND architecture explored in
the present paper.
From an implementation point of view, SAND leverages SDN4) and network function virtualization
(NFV) [13], which respectively deal with the virtualization of networks and network functions. There are
many studies on SDN/NFV-based security, but these studies assume static defense policies or rules. For
example, FRESCO [14] provides security services for monitoring and processing network flows; FLOWGUARD [15] and VNGuard [16] implement firewall services as SDN applications; VFW Controller [17]
uses SDN mechanisms to achieve elastic control on virtual firewall policies; other studies aim to achieve
flexible network security enforcement [18] or assure packets are forwarded in desired paths [19]. SAND
1)
2)
3)
4)

iptables. http://www.netfilter.org/projects/iptables/.
Snort: Network Intrusion Detection & Prevention System. http://www.snort.org.
Squid:Optimising Web Delivery. http://squid-cache.org.
SDN: Software-Defined Network. https://www.opennetworking.org/sdn-resources/sdn-definition.
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can be leveraged to make these systems enforce dynamic defense rules/policies. We stress that this novel
capability of SAND in enforcing dynamic defense rules/policies is beyond the reach of existing network
defense tools that may seem to be able to accomplish what SAND can do at a first glance. In particular,
one may think that an intrusion detection system can be configured to forward traffic according to its
detection result [20], which is comparable to what can be achieved by SAND; this is not true because the
intrusion detection system’s configurations are static and manually set, and cannot be dynamically and
(semi-)automatically adapted in real-time, which is achieved by SAND.
1.3

Paper outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the SAND architecture. Section 3
describes the SAND prototype system, which is evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 describes the limitations
of the present study. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

The SAND architecture

In this section we motivate the SAND architecture by starting with three application scenarios, exploring
the requirements of adaptive defense, the desirable automated adaptive defense which is beyond the scope
of the current technology, and the practical SAND architecture.
2.1

Three motivating scenarios

We start with three motivating scenarios of adaptive network defense, which is achieved manually in
current practice.
2.1.1 Motivating scenario 1: adaptive network defense for accommodating new security policy
When a defender becomes aware of a new attack (e.g., Heartbleed [21] or WannaCry5) ), a patch may not be
available or installed (e.g., in fear of disrupting a critical service). Before a patch is available or installed,
the defender can adapt the network defense to counter the new attack without disrupting the service.
In the example of WannaCry, which exploits vulnerability MS17-0106) at port #445, Figure 1 highlights
the adaptive defense: 0 Upon becoming aware of WannaCry, the defender updates the defense rules
enforced at the firewall and network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) such that 1 any inbound
traffic to a vulnerable server at port #445 must be vetted at the firewall and 2 when the firewall detects
such a network flow, it mirrors the flow to the NIDS, which examines this flow to determine if it contains
the WannaCry attack. 3 If the flow contains the WannaCry attack, the NIDS instructs the firewall to
drop future packets originating from the attacker and targeting a vulnerable server. 4 The firewall drops
WannaCry packets as instructed by the NIDS. Note that this adaptive defense is even more valuable when
there are multiple vulnerable servers because a single adaptation in the network defense could protect all
of the vulnerable servers.
5) Protecting customers and evaluating risk. https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msrc/2017/04/14/protecting-customers-andevaluating-risk/.
6) Patch to vulnerability MS17-010. https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms17-010.aspx.
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2.1.2 Motivating scenario 2: adaptive network defense for assuring dynamic security policy consistence
Figure 2 illustrates a network, where a web proxy is used in conjunction with a firewall. Suppose the new
security policy says that the firewall must block Host2 ’s access to ABC.com. This policy can be violated
when Host2 accesses the content of ABC.com cached at the proxy, which can occur after Host1 ’s access
to ABC.com. Thus, the defender must adapt the network defense to assure that Host2 is prohibited from
accessing cached ABC.com at the proxy. This can be achieved by adding a new defense rule at the proxy.
2.1.3 Motivating scenario 3: adaptive network defense for achieving security policy migration
Figure 3 illustrates a scenario of policy migration, which can be triggered by an application need (e.g., load
balancing). In this scenario, the communication between any virtual machine (VM) running on Host1 and
the Internet goes through the dashed path as well as Firewall1 and NIDS1 , whereas the communication
between any VM running on Host2 and the Internet goes through the solid path as well as Firewall2 and
NIDS2 . This kind of communication path restriction is not uncommon [22]. Adaptive network defense
means that when migrating a VM from Host1 to Host2 , the relevant defense rules enforced at NIDS1 and
Firewall1 should be respectively migrated to NIDS2 and Firewall2 .
2.2

Requirements of adaptive defense

We propose 5 basic requirements, namely compatibility, agility, efficiency, security, and effectiveness on
adaptive defense solutions.
• Compatibility. A solution should accommodate heterogeneous defense tools (e.g., firewall and
NIDS). A solution should incur minimal modifications to defense tools when making them support the
automated adaptive defense.
• Agility. A solution should incur the minimal delay in generating and deploying dynamic defense
rules because any delay permits the attacker to cause damages.
• Efficiency. A solution should incur a minimal performance overhead, including the time for loading
and running the modules affected by adaptive network defense.
• Security. A solution should assure the security in the generation and deployment of dynamic defense
rules. A solution should be able to resist denial-of-service attacks.
• Effectiveness. A solution should achieve the adaptive defense objective in question (e.g., detecting
and/or blocking the targeted attacks).
The preceding 5 basic requirements can be extended as needed.
2.3

Automated adaptive defense

The agility requirement motivates automated adaptive defense, which leads to the vision highlighted in
Figure 4. This vision is centered at an Orchestrator that automatically responds to external and internal
triggers, where external triggers come from the outside environment of a network (e.g., new attacks
leading to new security policies as shown in motivating scenario 1) and internal triggers come from the
network itself (e.g., assuring dynamic policy consistence as shown in motivating scenario 2 and achieving
security policy migration as shown in motivating scenario 3). Automated adaptive defense means that
the human defender is not involved.
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Unfortunately, it is difficult to fulfill the vision, at least for two reasons. First, external triggers are
often written in natural language (worse yet, verbal communication) and thus may not be understood by
the Orchestrator, which is a software module. Second, handling new attacks or application needs may
have to involve human defenders. Addressing these two problems is beyond the scope of the present
study.
2.4

Semi-automated adaptive defense

As a first step towards fulfilling the vision mentioned above, we propose fulfilling SAND. As highlighted
in Figure 5, the idea of SAND is derived from the vision highlighted in Figure 4, but SAND may require
the defender to participate (e.g., writing programs to generate new defense rules).
In order to turn the SAND idea in Figure 5 into a concrete system architecture, we bear in mind
that network security management can be seen as a part of network function management because
security may be seen as a particular network function. Given that SDN has been motivated by, among
other things, the need to automate network function management, we propose leveraging SDN to design
SAND’s architecture. This choice can be justified as follows. (i) We can leverage SDN’s capabilities in
obtaining a centralized view of the network and automatically deploying the forwarding rules in SDN
switches to flexibly route network traffic between network defense tools. (ii) In order to automate the
deployment of dynamic defense rules, SAND needs to communicate with network defense tools. Since
an SDN controller can already communicate with SDN switches, we can leverage this capability to make
SAND communicate with network defense tools. (iii) The wide deployment of SDN in the real world may
ease the adoption of SAND. It is worth mentioning that the SDN capabilities mentioned in (ii) and (iii)
are not sufficient for SAND’s purposes.
2.4.1 SAND architecture
Figure 6 describes the SAND architecture, which extends the SDN architecture and inherits its layers of
application, control, and data. At the application layer, the defender can write both SAND apps and
regular SDN apps using the northbound interfaces that are extended from SDN. Nevertheless, SAND apps
are meant for generating and deploying dynamic defense rules, while SDN apps are used for managing
traffic. At the control layer, the SAND orchestrator provides programmable interfaces to SAND apps,
disseminates defense rules received from SAND apps to the relevant network defense tools, and reports
to SAND apps the messages received from network defense tools. At the data layer, there are SAND
enforcement points, each of which contains network defense tools (e.g., firewall or NIDS) and maintains
a SAND communication middleware to facilitate the communication between network defense tools and
the SAND orchestrator.
SAND apps. The defender writes a SAND app in response to an external or internal trigger. The
app collects the relevant information corresponding to a trigger, generates new defense rules, and deploys
these new defense rules to the relevant network defense tools. A SAND app can use the interfaces at the
northbound of the SAND orchestrator (i.e., the northbound APIs) to deploy dynamic defense rules to
the relevant network defense tools, and can receive reports (i.e., alerts or errors) from network defense
tools and possibly network status (e.g., flow paths) from SDN switches.
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SAND orchestrator. The SAND orchestrator provides APIs at its northbound and communication
protocols at its southbound. The SAND northbound interface extends SDN’s northbound interface
with new APIs while keeping SDN’s northbound APIs intact (i.e., a network administrator can write
programs to manage SDN networks). The defender uses the SAND northbound APIs to write SAND
apps to dynamically generate and deploy new defense rules that are to be enforced at the relevant network
defense tools. The SAND southbound interface facilitates the communication between the orchestrator
and the network defense tools.
SAND enforcement point. A SAND enforcement point has: (i) one or multiple network defense
tools, which process the network traffic forwarded by connected SDN switches; and (ii) a SAND communication middleware, which extends the SDN protocols to incorporate new functions to facilitate the
secure communication between the network defense tools and the SAND orchestrator via appropriate
cryptosystems (e.g., symmetric key encryption with message authentication).
2.4.2 Why dynamic forwarding rules are not sufficient for adaptive network defense?
SAND leverages SDN, including its dynamic forwarding rules, which however are not sufficient for adaptive defense. Although dynamic forwarding rules can instruct network traffic to go through dynamic
chains of network defense tools [5,8,19], they are only able to enforce the security policies that have been
set in network security tools, which we may call old or existing policies. In contrast, adaptive network
defense is about enforcing new security policies, which emerge (for example) when new attacks become
known by the defender; dynamic forwarding rules cannot defend against such new attacks no matter how
we forward the network traffic (simply because the network defense tools cannot detect or block them
yet).

3

The SAND prototype system

The SAND prototype system leverages RYU7) (an SDN controller), Open vSwitch8) (a virtual SDN
switch), iptables (a firewall), Snort (an NIDS), and Squid (a proxy) as building-blocks. Our source code
is available at the web9) .

3.1

SAND apps

We implemented three apps corresponding to the aforementioned three motivating scenarios.
7) RYU openflow controller. https://github.com/osrg/ryu/.
8) OpenVSwitch. http://openvswitch.org/.
9) Source Code of SAND Project. https://github.com/handsomeBao/SDSNF/tree/SDSNF.
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Figure 7 (Color online) An example illustrating how a SAND app generates new defense rules in response to the new threat of
WannaCry. (a) A high-level description of the app’s report analysis and rule generation functionalities; (b) a concrete example
illustrating how the rule app analyzes a Snort report and automatically generates new rules for iptables to enforce.

3.1.1 Programming SAND app to accommodate new security policy (motivating scenario 1)
When the defender becomes aware of a new attack, say WannaCry, the defender can write a SAND app
to adapt the network defense as follows: (i) deploy defender-defined new defense rules for the iptables to
identify and mirror flows targeting port #445 to the Snort; (ii) deploy defender-defined new defense rules
for the Snort to examine whether a flow (mirrored from the iptables) contains a WannaCry attack or not;
and (iii) generate and deploy new defense rules to instruct the iptables to wait for the Snort’s examination
result and then act correspondingly (i.e., releasing/dropping the flow). In order to achieve (iii), there are
two options: (1) extend both iptables and Snort to let the latter directly report its examination result to
the former; (2) let the latter report to the SAND app, which then instructs the iptables to release/drop
the flow. We choose option (2) for two reasons. First, Snort cannot tell which iptables forwarded the flow
in question and therefore cannot tell to which iptables it should send the examination result. Second,
Snort’s examination result may need to be sent to a different iptables than the one that mirrored the
flow or even a different defense tool because a malicious flow ideally should be dropped by the firewall
closest to the source of the malicious flow.
Algorithm 1 is the pseudocode corresponding to the basic ideas discussed above. The app uses a
report analysis module to extract the flow header (for identifying the flow in question) and the context
(describing Snort’s verdict on the flow) from the received reports (Line 4) and then analyze the context.
If the analysis shows that the flow contains a WannaCry attack (Line 6), the SAND app will use the rule
generation module to generate a new defense rule with respect to the flow header and iptables Tool ID
to drop the flow (Line 7), and deploy the new defense rule to the iptables to drop future packets from the
attacking IP address (Line 8). The report analysis and rule generation modules are elaborated below.
Algorithm 1 SAND app for defending WannaCry attack via cooperation between iptables and Snort
Input: SAND and SAND-enabled iptables and Snort;
Output: Updated defense rules at the iptables (Tool ID = IDiptables ) and Snort (Tool ID = IDSnort );
1: RuleInstall(IDiptables , Riptables );
#Riptables : rules to mirror flows targeting port #445 to the Snort
2: RuleInstall(IDSnort , RSnort );
#RSnort : rules for detecting the WannaCry attack.
3: while True do
4:
Report ← ListenToTool(IDSnort );
5:
flow header, context ← ReportAnalysis(Report);
6:
if alert of WannaCry in context then
7:
Riptables ← RuleGeneration(flow header, IDiptables , action = drop);
8:
RuleInstall(IDiptables , Riptables );
#Deploy the generated rule to iptables to drop the flow.
9:
end if
10: end while

Figure 7(a) presents a general description of the SAND app’s report analysis module and the rule
generation module. Specifically, when the report analysis module receives a report from a defense tool,
the module analyzes the report to produce a message with a header (i.e., the flow header identifying the
flow in question) and a flow context (describing a defense tool’s annotation on the flow, such as Snort’s
alert indicating that the flow is malicious). Based on the flow context provided by the report analysis
module, the rule generation module selects an appropriate defense tool and generates rules represented
by “Action1 + Header1 + Tool ID1 ”, meaning that the defense tool with Tool ID1 must impose Action1
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on every packet of a flow identified by Header1 .
Figure 7(b) presents a concrete example showing how the SAND app analyzes a Snort report and
generates new rules for the iptables. Specifically, when the SAND app receives a report from the Snort,
the app extracts the flow header and the context information from the report. Then, according to the
context information (i.e., “Attack of ETERNALBLUE MS17-010 Echo Response” indicating WannaCry),
the app interprets the report as an alert of WannaCry from the host IP 10.26.11.122 to destination IP
194.30.160.41. Finally, the app generates two rules to instruct the iptables with Tool ID “1” to block
communications between these two IP addresses.
3.1.2 Programming SAND app to assure dynamic security policy consistence (motivating scenario 2)
Algorithm 2 highlights the SAND app for assuring the consistence between the dynamic policies enforced
at the iptables and Squid. At a high level, when new defense rules need to be deployed into the iptables
(Line 1), the app extracts the destination port and the action fields from these new rules (Line 2). If
the action field in a rule indicates to block the access to a website (i.e., HTTP and HTTPS, or ports
#80 and #443, with the action being deny) (Line 3), the app extracts the source and destination IP
addresses from the rule (Line 4) and generates a corresponding Squid rule to block the source IP address
from accessing any cached content of the website corresponding to the destination IP address (Line 5),
and the app deploys this new rule to the Squid (Line 6). Finally, the app deploys the given new rule to
the iptables (Line 8).
Algorithm 2 SAND app for assuring dynamic policy consistence
Input: New defense rules to be deployed to the iptables;
Output: Updated defense rules at the iptables (Tool ID = IDiptables ) and Squid (Tool ID = IDSquid );
1: for each new rule Riptables to be deployed to the iptables do
2:
dst port, action ← RuleParse(Riptables );
#Extract destination port and action for analysis.
3:
if dst port == (#80 or #443) AND action== deny then
4:
src ip, dst ip ← RuleParse(Riptables );
#Extract source and destination ip for rule generation.
5:
RSquid ← RuleGeneration(src ip, dst ip, action = deny);
6:
RuleInstall(IDSquid , RSquid );
#Deploy the generated rule for policy consistence into Squid.
7:
end if
8:
RuleInstall(IDiptables , Riptables );
#Deploy the iptables defense rule.
9: end for

3.1.3 Programming SAND app to achieve security policy migration (motivating scenario 3)
For the scenario, Algorithm 3 highlights the SAND app. Suppose we need to migrate a VM from Host1
to Host2 , which are respectively protected by firewall iptables1 and iptables2 . Suppose the IP address of
the migrating VM is to be changed from IP1 to IP2 because of the migration. After the VM is migrated,
the SAND app migrates all of the defense rules, which are related to the VM and enforced at iptables1 ,
from iptables1 to iptables2 as follows: (i) get all of the rules from iptables1 (Line 1); (ii) identify the
rules related to the VM (i.e., having IP1 in the source or destination IP address field) (Lines 2 and 3);
(iii) change IP1 in these rules to IP2 (Line 4) and deploy them to the iptables2 (Line 5); and (iv) delete
those rules involving IP1 from iptables1 (Line 6).
Algorithm 3 SAND app for achieving security policy migration
Input: IP address IP1 of the VM before migration and its IP address IP2 after migration;
Output: Updated defense rules in iptables1 (Tool ID = IDiptables1 ) and iptables2 (Tool ID = IDiptables2 );
1: Rall
#Get all of the rules from iptables1
iptables1 ← GetAllRules(ID iptables1 )
2: for each rule Riptables1 in Rall
iptables1 do
3:
if Riptables1 .src ip == IP1 OR Riptables1 .dst ip == IP1 then
4:
Rupdated
← Change IP1 to IP2 in Riptables1 .src ip and Riptables1 .dst ip
iptables
1

5:
RuleInstall(IDiptables2 , Rupdated
iptables1 );
6:
RuleDelete(ID iptables1 , Riptables1 );
7:
end if
8: end for

#Deploy the changed rule to iptables2
#Delete the rules involving IP1 from iptables1
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struct FlowHeader;
struct Proprietary;
uint16_t Priority;
uint32_t Type;
uint32_t Action;

struct IPAddress src_IP
struct IPAddress dst_IP
Proprietary
(Varying for
different network
defense tools)

Figure 8
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FlowHeader
struct Port sports
struct Port dports

IPAddress
uint64_t upper_IP
uint64_t lower_IP
IPAddress * next

uint32_t proto
uint32_t flags

Port
uint16_t upper_port
uint64_t lower_port
Port * next

Data structure of a RuleTable entry.

SAND enforcement points

A SAND enforcement point contains some network defense tools and a SAND communication middleware.
In practice, a SAND enforcement point can be deployed at a physical host, a virtual machine, or a
container; whereas, the SAND communication middleware and defense tools run as independent software.
In order to cope with the heterogeneous native rules used by defense tools, we introduce a unified rule
representation and extend each network defense tool with a RuleTable to make it SAND-compatible.
When writing a SAND app, the defender uses the unified rule representation to program new defense rules.
When the SAND orchestrator deploys these new defense rules written in the unified rule representation,
a program accompanying the RuleTable “translates” these new rules to the native representation of the
network defense tool in question.
3.2.1 Unified rule representation
We observe that a network defense rule can have up to three elements: a match field, an action field,
and an other field, despite that these fields may be located at different positions of a rule. Based on such
observation, we define the unified rule representation which summarizes the native rules in five fields.
(i) Flow Header. This field uniquely identifies a network flow, including its source and destination IP
addresses, source and destination ports, flag, and protocol. This field does not include the flow payload
because some network defense tools do not process the payload. For the network defense tools that do
process the payload, we put the payload in the Proprietary Info field.
(ii) Proprietary Info. This field contains the flow payload and possibly other kinds of information
that is needed by some network defense tools.
(iii) Priority. This field indicates the execution priority of a rule. This is an important matter
because different network defense tools may enforce their defense rules in different orders. For example,
iptables matches flows to rules from the top to the bottom of its native rule set and stops seeking any
further match once a flow is matched to a rule. We set the execution priority of a rule in the unified
representation to be the same as the execution priority of the corresponding native rule of a network
defense tool.
(iv) Type. This field specifies the type of a rule in the unified representation, which is the same as the
type of the corresponding native rule.
(v) Action. This field indicates how a network defense tool should cope with the packets of a flow in
question (e.g., dropping them or not). In our prototype, we implement the unified rule representation of
the native rules used by the aforementioned three network defense tools (i.e., iptables, Snort, and Squid).
3.2.2 RuleTable and “translator”
Figure 8 illustrates the data structure of a RuleTable entry. Since a native rule often corresponds to
a tuple of “(source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port)”, where an IP
address (or port) field can be one, multiple, or one or multiple ranges of IP addresses (port numbers),
the RuleTable needs to accommodate these rich semantics. For this purpose, the IPAddress (Port) struct
in the FlowHeader struct, which corresponds to the Flow Header field in the unified rule representation,
is implemented as a linked list (via a pointer called “next”). Each element on the link corresponds to
one or a range of IP addresses bounded between “upper IP” and “lower IP” (when these two values
are equal, indicating one IP address), and multiple (ranges) of IP addresses are described by multiple
elements on the linked list. The rich semantics in port numbers is accommodated in a similar fashion. The
Proprietary struct, which corresponds to the Proprietary Info field in the unified rule representation,
is implemented as a struct that varies with network defense tools.
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Function of SAND communication middleware.

A RuleTable is accompanied by a “translator” program, which maps between the rules in the unified
representation and the native rules of network defense tools. In addition, this “translator” program
has two more functions: (i) notifying the SAND orchestrator that an operation on RuleTable (e.g.,
adding, modifying, or deleting a rule) is accomplished, and (ii) executing two commands issued by the
orchestrator, namely sending the rules in the RuleTable and sending the log of a network defense tool
to the SAND orchestrator. We denote that the RuleTable works as an extra map of the native rules for
the ease of deploying defense rules in heterogeneous network defense tools, while the defense tools still
run using their native rules, which means it exerts no influence on the performance of the defense tools
during the processing of network traffic.
3.2.3 The SAND communication middleware
We implement the middleware by extending the Open vSwitch 2.5.0, which is an open-source virtual
SDN switch written in C, because we want to leverage its communication mechanism as a building-block.
The extension is in three folds. The first extension is to implement a maintenance function for bookkeeping the network defense tools at a SAND enforcement point. In the prototype, this function is
implemented as a MySQL table with two attributes: Tool ID, which uniquely identifies a network defense tool; and Port #, which is the source port used by the network defense tool to communicate with
the SAND orchestrator.
The second extension is to implement a security function, which protects the integrity of the communications (i) between the SAND orchestrator and the SAND communication middleware and (ii) between
the SAND communication middleware and the network defense tools. Recall that SDN does not offer any
mechanism to protect the secrecy or integrity of the communications between an SDN controller and an
SDN switch (for performance reasons). Given that the SAND orchestrator and the SAND communication
middleware may be often deployed at different computers, meaning that their communications can be
subject to attacks, it is necessary to protect the integrity of these communications. For this purpose,
we use the HMAC function in Openssl-1.0.1g. When the SAND middleware and its co-residing network
defense tools are deployed on the same computer or VM, we may also use this HMAC mechanism to protect the integrity between them. However, we choose not to protect the secrecy of these communications
because (i) the defense rules and the network defense tools’ reports may be known to the attacker already
(e.g., the defense rules for detecting WannaCry and the corresponding alerts generated by Snort) and
(ii) incorporating encryption may incur a more significant performance degradation than HMAC. When
the need to assure secrecy becomes apparent, symmetric key encryption can be easily incorporated to
protect the secrecy of the communications.
The third extension is to implement a communication function in the middleware to enable “orchestrator to defense tools” and “defense tools to orchestrator” communications. Figure 9(a) illustrates “orchestrator to defense tools” communications. Specifically, when the orchestrator needs to communicate
with a network defense tool (e.g., to update some defense rules enforced at the network defense tool), the
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orchestrator sends a message to the middleware, which parses the message to extract the Tool ID of the
intended network defense tool and the message type. If the message type is OFP RULE MOD, an indicator
for updating defense rules, the middleware extracts the defense new rules (in the unified representation)
from the message content; otherwise, the middleware extracts the command(s) from the message and
then forwards the command(s) to the intended network defense tool.
Figure 9(b) illustrates “defense tools to orchestrator” communications, while noting that the middleware distinguishes defense tools through the ports assigned to the defense tools and the orchestrator uses
Tool ID to distinguish defense tools. Specifically, when a defense tool needs to communicate with the orchestrator (e.g., notifying the orchestrator of the accomplishment of a RuleTable operation), the defense
tool sends a message to the middleware through the port assigned to the defense tool at the time the
tool is installed. The middleware uses this port number to identify the unique Tool ID associated with
this port number as recorded in the MySQL table mentioned above. The middleware sends the defense
tool’s message together with the defense tool’s Tool ID to the orchestrator. In order to reduce the delay
incurred by the middleware, we propose moving some SAND app functions to the middleware to avoid
unnecessary communications. As shown in Figure 9(b), when a defense tool sends an OFP NDT ALERT
message to the middleware, the middleware checks whether or not the alert contains a known attack. If
so, the middleware can directly generate some defender-programmed defense rules and sends them to the
relevant defense tools for enforcement (e.g., blocking the relevant packets).
3.3

SAND orchestrator

The SAND orchestrator has a northbound interface and a southbound interface. The northbound interface
is used by the defender to write SAND apps. This interface extends SDN’s northbound APIs with the
following SAND-specific APIs: (i) NDT RULE MOD, which is used to add, delete, or modify defense
rules enforced at defense tools; (ii) NDT ALL RULES REQUEST, which is used to fetch defense rules
enforced at defense tools; and (iii) EVENT LISTEN NDT, which is used by a SAND app to instruct the
SAND orchestrator to provide reports (e.g., alerts or errors) from defense tools.
The southbound interface supports secure communications between the SAND orchestrator and defense
tools. It extends SDN’s OpenFlow protocol10) by introducing two types of SAND-specific messages. First,
the SAND-to-NDT type includes 8 messages, 5 of which are used by the SAND orchestrator to communicate with defense tools and the other 3 are used by defense tools to report to the SAND orchestrator after
accomplishing some activities. Second, we introduce two SAND asynchronous messages, which are used
by defense tools for reporting to the SAND orchestrator. These two messages, dubbed OFP NDT ALERT
and OFP NDT ERROR, may be reminiscent of SDN’s asynchronous messages (for SDN switches to report
to an SDN controller), but are actually different. This is because SDN’s buffering mechanism processes
messages sequentially (i.e., a new message is not read until the previous message has been processed),
which is not adequate for SAND because messages from defense tools can be in large volumes and can be
lost when the buffer is full. This explains why we use a special buffer at the SAND orchestrator and why
we let a dedicated thread manage the special buffer (i.e., the thread only listens for these two messages).
These messages are further discussed in Appendix A.

4

Evaluating the SAND prototype

Figure 10 describes the network environment that is common to our experiments of the three motivating
scenarios. We use two servers, Sever1 and Sever2 . Each server has a 16-core Xeon 2.4 GHz, 128 GB RAM
and two 1 Gbps network interfaces and runs Ubuntu 16.04. Each server runs MaxiNet 1.1 [23] so that
the two servers formulate an SDN network. Each server runs 4 virtual SDN switches. Server1 has 7 VMs
(i.e., VM1 to VM7 ) that run Linux Ubuntu 14.04, VM7 runs a SAND orchestrator and SAND apps, and
each of the other 6 VMs runs as a SAND enforcement point, which contains the aforementioned SANDenabled iptables-v1.4.21 (Ubuntu 14.04), Snort-2.9.8.0, and Squid-2.7.STABLE9 as well as the SAND
communication middleware. Server2 runs 6 VMs (i.e., VM8 to VM13 ), each of which runs as a SAND
enforcement point that is the same as those in Sever1 . Scenario-specific configurations are described later.
10) OpenFlow specification v1.3. https://www.opennetworking.org/images/stories/downloads/sdn-resources/onfspecifications/
openflow/openflowspec-v1.3.0.pdf.
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Figure 11 (Color online) Time for automated generation of iptables rules upon the SAND app receiving the Snort’s reports.
(a) Consecutive Snort alert arrives; (b) intermittent Snort alert arrives.

4.1

Compatibility analysis

Compatibility is evaluated in two aspects. First, SAND’s unified rule representation can accommodate
heterogeneous native rules of iptables, Snort, and Squid. Second, SAND incurs small modifications: the
SAND orchestrator extends the RYU controller with an extra of 1.1k lines of code (LOC) in Python;
the SAND communication middleware extends the Open vSwitch with an extra 1.8k LOC in C; the
RuleTable only incurs an extra 2.7k LOC (or 6.43% of the original 42k codebase) in iptables, an extra
3.5k LOC (or 1.04% of the original 336k codebase) in Snort, and an extra 1.5k LOC (or 0.69% of the
original 216k codebase) in Squid.
4.2

Agility analysis

4.2.1 Measuring agility in motivating scenario 1
In our experiments with this scenario, we further run the SAND-enabled Snort and iptables in VM1 . The
SAND app runs in VM7 to receive reports from the Snort and generate new defense rules for the iptables.
First, we measure the rule generation time. We consider two experiments: (i) the Snort generates 1000
reports consecutively (within 50 ms); (ii) the Snort generates 1000 reports intermittently at the interval
of 10 ms (i.e., 100 reports per second for 10 s). Figure 11(a) plots the result in experiment (i). We observe
that the rule generation time for each report increases sharply, as high as 1.5 s in the end; this is because
the RYU controller, which underlies the SAND orchestrator, uses a buffer to queue Snort reports before
releasing them to the SAND app sequentially. This may cause significant delays when there is a burst in
reports arriving, as shown in experiment (i). In order to measure the genuine rule generation time (while
excluding the impact of specific controller mechanisms), we carry out experiment (ii). Figure 11(b) plots
the result in experiment (ii). We observe that the rule generation time is less than 5 ms in most cases
(despite slight fluctuation), implying agility; this speedup comes from the fact that there is no waiting
time at the RYU controller for releasing Snort reports to the SAND app.
Second, we measure the rule deployment time, including the time for deploying defense rules in the
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Time for deploying new rules (unit: ms)
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unified representation into the RuleTable and the time for translating them into native rules of the defense
tools by the program accompanying the RuleTable. In this experiment, we run the three network defense
tools (i.e., iptables, Snort, and Squid) in VM5 and the SAND app in VM7 . These new defense rules are
deployed by the SAND app. Table 1 summarizes the results averaged over 100 independent experiment
runs. The last column represents, on average, the percentage of the amount of time spent on protecting the
communication integrity both between the SAND orchestrator and the SAND communication middleware
and between the SAND communication middleware and the defense tools. We observe that the average
rule deployment time for iptables and Snort is 2×–3× longer than that of Squid, which can be explained
as follows. On one hand, the native rules of iptables reside in the user space, while iptables itself runs in
the kernel space, meaning that updating a RuleTable in the user space (to avoid re-compiling the kernel)
incurs an update to some native rule(s) in the kernel space, which incurs communications with the Linux
kernel and causes delays. On the other hand, Snort uses complicated rules because it needs to analyze
the traffic payload, which incurs much time delay.
4.2.2 Measuring agility in motivating scenario 2
In this experiment, we have the SAND-enabled iptables (running in VM2 ), which allows anyone to access
a website at a specific IP address. Suppose the new defense rules, which are to be enforced at the iptables,
are to deny access to the website from 50 specific IP addresses. The SAND app (running in VM7 ) not only
needs to deploy these 50 rules to the iptables, but also needs to generate their corresponding defense rules
for the SAND-enabled Squid (also running in VM2 ) to enforce. Figure 12 plots the time of generating
and deploying new defense rules for the Squid to enforce; these two are measured together because they
both are small. On average, it takes 3.63 ms for the SAND app to generate and deploy a defense rule for
the Squid, which demonstrates the agility of SAND.
4.2.3 Measuring agility in motivating scenario 3
In our experiment, the SAND app (running in VM7 ) migrates the defense rules enforced by the SANDenabled iptables (running in VM5 ) to the SAND-enabled iptables (running in VM6 ). Figure 13 plots the
generating and deploying time it takes to migrate 224 rules, which happens to be the case in the example.
The rule generation time refers to the total time for the app to get all rules from iptables1 and to update
the IP addresses, while the deployment time refers to the total time for the app to deploy the updated
rules into iptables2 and to delete the migrated rules from iptables1 . On average (over 20 experiment
runs), it takes 0.82 s to get all of the relevant rules from iptables1 and 0.11 s to update the IP addresses,
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meaning 0.93 s for generation. It takes 6.90 s to deploy the 224 rules to iptables2 and 5.87 s to delete the
224 rules from iptables1 , meaning 12.77 s for deployment. Therefore, we can claim that the SAND app
for achieving policy migration is agile.
4.3

Efficiency analysis

We extend the three defense tools (i.e., iptables, Snort, and Squid) with a RuleTable and measure the
time for loading it. In our experiment, we run the three network defense tools in VM8 . We measure the
loading time of the RuleTable for the three network defense tools. Figure 14 plots the loading time of
the three defense tools, averaged over 30 independent experiment runs, with vs. without SAND-enabled.
For iptables, the loading time is applicable only to SAND-enabled iptables because standard iptables
resides in the Linux kernel (rather than the user space), while recalling that the RuleTable resides in the
user space. We observe that the average loading time, including the initialization of a RuleTable with
100 rules, is smaller than 400 ms, which is small. The extra loading time incurred by SAND for the other
two tools is even smaller.
4.4

Security analysis

First, security of rule generation requires the following: SAND apps are not vulnerable (otherwise, the
report analysis or rule generation module can be compromised); SAND orchestrator is not vulnerable
(otherwise, SAND apps running on top of it can be compromised).
Second, security of rule deployment requires the following: the SAND orchestrator is not vulnerable
(otherwise, the deployment process can be compromised); the defense tools are not vulnerable (otherwise,
the deployment process can be compromised). Under these assumptions, cryptographic keys used by these
end points for assuring the integrity of messages are assured, so do the integrity of the new rules and
messages that are protected by them.
Third, we consider robustness against denial-of-service attacks. For this purpose, we show that SAND
can deal with bursts of deployment-incurred messages via the buffer at the SAND orchestrator. We use
the experiment environment described in Figure 10 to measure the degree at which SAND can tolerate,
with a buffer of 16 MBytes in the SAND orchestrator, bursts of messages generated by defense tools for
reporting to the SAND orchestrator. In our first experiment, we let one SAND-enabled iptables instance
in VM10 generate and send 50000 messages consecutively to the SAND orchestrator in VM7 . We observe
no message loss because one iptables can only generate no more than 35000 messages per second (in our
setting). In our second experiment, we let eight SAND-enabled iptables instances (i.e., VM1 to VM4 in
Server1 and VM10 to VM13 running in Server2 ), simultaneously generate and send messages. Figure 15
plots the results and shows that (i) the SAND orchestrator without using a buffer is able to process at
most 80000–90000 messages per second and (ii) the loss rate increases rapidly once the message rate goes
above 90000 messages per second; in contrast, the use of the buffer leads to no message loss even when
the message rate reaches 200000 messages per second. This not only justifies our use of buffers, but also
highlights that the defender needs to be aware of this matter when allocating resources to the SAND
orchestrator (i.e., allocation of RAM).
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SAND app for defending WannaCry

Snort rule for alerting
WannaCry ransomware
alert tcp any any -> HOME_NET 445
(msg: “Attack of ETERNALBLUEMS 17-010 Echo Response”;
ﬂow: from_server, established;
content: “|00 00 00 31 ff |SMB|2b
00 00 00 00 98 07 c0|”; depth:16;
fast_pattern; content: “|4a 6c 4a 6d 49
68 43 6c 42 73 72 00|”; distance: 0; ﬂowbits:isset, ETPRO.ETERNALBLUE;
classtype: trojan-activity; sid:2024218;
rev: 2;)
Figure 16
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Effectiveness analysis

4.5.1 Effectiveness in accommodating new security policy (motivating scenario 1)
In this experiment, the defender, upon becoming aware of WannaCry, writes a SAND app to add the
following Snort rule to detect WannaCry attacks11) .
Figure 16 describes the experiment with VM1 and two computers, which are connected via an SDN
switch. Both computers run Windows XP SP3 without patching MS17-010 and with port #445 open
(i.e., vulnerable to WannaCry). VM1 runs SAND-enabled iptables and Snort to examine the traffic
to these two computers and runs a SAND communication middleware. The experiment environment is
isolated from the Internet for ethical and security reasons. The experiment proceeds as follows: (0) When
becoming aware of the WannaCry attack, the defender writes the aforementioned SAND app and runs
it in VM7 to add a rule to the iptables’ RuleTable to instruct the iptables to mirror flows targeting port
#445 to the Snort. For performance optimization and as discussed in Subsection 3.2.3, we run the app’s
function for processing the reports received from the Snort at the SAND communication middleware.
(1) Run the WannaCry malware in the computer with IP address 192.168.1.1, which is immediately
infected (i.e., showing the ransom window). (2) When the infected computer (192.168.1.1) attempts to
infect the vulnerable computer (192.168.1.2), the iptables sees the flow targeting destination port #445.
(3) The iptables lets the flow pass (i.e., the iptables is used for intrusion detection rather than intrusion
prevention) while mirroring the flow to the Snort. (4) The Snort examines the flow, detects that the
flow contains the WannaCry attack, generates an alert, and sends the alert to the SAND communication
middleware. (5) The middleware parses the alert and generates a new defense rule to be enforced by the
iptables to block any further traffic originating from the infected computer (192.168.1.1). (6) The iptables
enforces the new defense rule. (7) In about 2 min, we see an iptables log entry showing that it blocks a
WannaCry attack from the infected computer (192.168.1.1) to the vulnerable computer (192.168.1.2) and
a Snort log entry showing an alert corresponding to this attempted attack. In multiple runs of the same
experiment, we consistently observe the 2-minute delay, which appears to be inherent to the WannaCry
malware sample we use. Our experiments show that SAND successfully protects the vulnerable computer
(192.168.1.2) from WannaCry because the generation and deployment of new rules take no more than
20 ms, meaning that the adaptive defense takes effect sooner than the 2-minute delay of the WannaCry
malware’s attempt at attacking the vulnerable computer (192.168.1.2).
4.5.2 Effectiveness in assuring dynamic security policy consistence (motivating scenario 2)
Figure 17 describes the setting for measuring the effectiveness in assuring dynamic policy consistence.
First, we confirm the security policy inconsistence problem via the following experiment: let a browser
running in VM2 access a target website to cause the Squid to cache the website content; manually install
a defense rule to the iptables to block VM2 from accessing the website; observe that VM2 still can access
the website’s content cached in the Squid. Second, we confirm SAND can assure the security policy
consistence via the following experiment: (1) run SAND-enabled iptables and Squid in VM2 ; (2) run the
aforementioned SAND app for the motivating scenario 2 in the VM7 to assure the consistence between the
11) EternalBlue Snort Rule.
outbreak/.

https://securingtomorrow.mcafee.com/executive-perspectives/analysis-wannacry-ransomware-
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policies enforced by the iptables and Squid; (3) add a new defense rule to the iptables to block the VM2
from accessing the website (i.e., set the source IP address to be the IP address of VM2 , the destination
IP address to be the website, the destination port to be 80 and the action to be REJECT); (4) the SAND
app, upon receiving the new defense rule for the iptables, generates a corresponding defense rule for the
Squid to block the VM2 from accessing the website content cached at the Squid; (5) Deploy the new
defense rules to the iptables and the Squid, respectively. Our experiment confirms that VM2 can neither
access the website nor the cached content at the Squid.
4.5.3 Effectiveness in achieving security policy migration (motivating scenario 3)
Figure 18 describes the setting for measuring the effectiveness in achieving security policy migration.
Suppose a VM, which has IP address 129.114.10.128 and runs on one computer (not shown in Figure 10)
and is protected by the iptables1 running in VM5 (in Figure 10), needs to be migrated to another
computer with IP address 129.114.10.129 and then should be protected by the iptables2 running in VM6
(in Figure 10). We confirm that SAND can achieve security policy migration as follows: (1) run SANDenabled iptables in VM5 and VM6 ; (2) run the SAND app for achieving security policy migration in VM7
to use the aforementioned NDT ALL RULES REQUEST command to get the rules enforced by iptables1 ;
(3) identify the defense rules that have the source or destination IP address 129.114.10.128 and update the
address to 129.114.10.129; (4) run the SAND app to use the aforementioned NDT RULE MOD command
to deploy the updated defense rules to iptables2 ; (5) run the SAND app to instruct iptables1 to delete the
defense rules involving IP address 129.114.10.128 because they have been migrated; (6) check the rules
in iptables1 and iptables2 to confirm that (i) SAND respectively migrates the defense rules involving IP
address 129.114.10.128 from iptables1 to the defense rules involving IP address 129.114.10.129 in iptables2
and (ii) the migrated rules are deleted from iptables1 .

5

Limitations

The present study has some limitations. (i) From a functionality point of view, SAND only achieves
semi-automation because defenders have to write apps to generate new defense rules, while recalling that
automation cannot be achieved before addressing the difficulties described in Subsection 2.3. (ii) From
a methodological point of view, the present study focuses on demonstrating the feasibility of SAND via
three defense tools. As discussed in Appendix B, we also examined four other network defense tools,
namely pfSense12) and IPFire13) (firewalls), Suricata14) , and FreeWAF15) (web application firewall), and
observed that the unified rule representation can accommodate their native rules. Still, we may need
to extend the unified rule representation to accommodate other defense rules (e.g., those using scripting
languages16)17) ). (iii) From an implementation point of view, SAND extends SDN and therefore inherits
its limitations, such as the delay from an SDN controller to the SDN data plane. (iv) From a management
point of view, complex defense rules can cause conflicts between them, which can be resolved by leveraging
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

pfSense — World’s Most Trusted Open Source Firewall. https://www.pfsense.org/.
www.ipfire.org — Welcome to IPFire. https://www.ipfire.org/.
Suricata: Opensource IDS/IPS/NSM engine. https://suricata-ids.org/.
High-performance WAF built on the OpenResty stack. https://github.com/wangfakang/FreeWAF.
Nginx—High performance load balancer, Web server and Reverse Proxy. https://www.nginx.com/.
HAProxy — The Reliable, High Performance TCP/HTTP Load Balancer. http://www.haproxy.org/.
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techniques such as [24–27]. (v) From a practical point of view, SAND assumes that the triggers are true,
which may or may not hold in general. This can be mitigated by only dealing with the trusted triggers.

6

Conclusion

We have motivated and presented SAND as the first step towards fully automated network defense. We
introduced the SAND architecture for semi-automated adaptive network defense via programmable generation and deployment of dynamic network defense rules. We reported a SAND prototype implementation
by extending both the northbound and southbound interfaces of SDN. For this purpose, we introduced
a unified representation of network security rules that can be automatically mapped to native network
security rules used by some network security tools; this unified representation would be of independent
value because it can be extended to accommodate all of the kinds of network defense tools that are used
in practice. Experiment results show that SAND can indeed automate the generation and deployment of
dynamic network security rules in the defense for the motivating scenarios. We hope SAND will inspire
more research towards achieving full-fledged automated cyber defense. Towards this goal, the limitations
discussed in Section 5 represent some outstanding open problems for future research.
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Appendix A

SAND-specific messages in the extended OpenFlow protocol

Summary of the two types of SAND-specific new messages introduced at the orchestrator’s southbound interface

Table A1
Message type

Message name
OFPRT ALL RULES REQUEST
OFPRT ALL RULES REPLY
OFPRT LOG REQUEST
SAND-toOFPRT LOG NDT REPLY
NDT
OFPRM ADD
OFPRT RULE MOD OFPRM MODIFY
OFPRM DELETE
OFPRM NDT REPLY
SAND
OFP NDT ALERT
asynchronous
OFP NDT ERROR

Purpose of a message
Request the defense rules of a defense tool.
Reply to the SAND orchestrator with the requested defense rules.
Request the logs of a defense tool.
Reply to the SAND orchestrator with the requested logs.
Add a new rule to the RuleTable and map it to a native rule of a defense tool.
Modify a rule in the RuleTable and map it to a native rule of a defense tool.
Delete a rule from the RuleTable and map it to the native rule set of a defense tool.
Reply to the SAND orchestrator that the defense rules have been updated.
A defense tool alerts the SAND orchestrator of a threat.
A defense tool reports runtime errors to the SAND orchestrator.

Table A1 summarizes the two types of SAND-specific messages that are introduced at the orchestrator’s southbound interface:
SAND-to-NDT messages (SAND orchestrator to defense tools) and SAND asynchronous messages (defense tools to SAND orchestrator).

Appendix B

Table B1

Examination on accommodation of unified rule representation in open-source
network defense tools

Summary of the 7 network defense tools whose native rules are accommodated by the unified rule representation
Unified rule representation

Category

Name

Basic header
src/dest ip src/dest ports

flag

protocol

Priority

Proprietary

Type

Action

iptables

X

X

–

X

X

Table name

Chain name

X

pfSense

X

X

Disable

X

X

Extra options

Interface

X

IPFire

X

X

–

X

X

Additional settings

FW/NAT

X

Snort

X

X

Operator

X

X

Rule options

–

X

Suricata

X

X

Operator

X

X

Rule options

–

X

Proxy

Squid

X

X

–

X

X

Object name

Acl/Http access

X

WAF

FreeWAF

X

–

–

X

X

Name, Sub-policy

Default or not

–

Firewall
IDS

In the main body of the paper, we reported that the unified rule representation can accommodate the heterogeneous rules used by
three network defense tools, namely iptables, Snort, and Squid. In order to see the applicability of the unified rule representation,
we also examined four other network defense tools. In total, we investigated the native rule representations of 3 firewalls (i.e.,
iptables, pfSense, and IPFire), 2 NIDSes (i.e., Snort and Suricata), 1 proxy (i.e., Squid), and 1 Web Application Firewall or WAF
(i.e., FreeWAF). Table B1 summarizes how the native rules of these 7 network defense tools can be accommodated by the unified
rule representation.

